Founded by Three Nations - Governed by One Constitution
Our Message
The purpose of this report is to provide information for Corporations to operate within the
new business climate in Ontario. The traditional means used by corporations to carry on
business and to ensure a reasonable rate of return for their investors have failed to provide
the needed stability that most corporations have come to rely on in Ontario.
Corporations, large or small, are finding their investments of Tens of Millions to Billions of
dollars are increasingly locked in situations that are far beyond their control and the
traditional means of appealing to police or Government for justice have failed. Although
Courts continue to issue injunctions, they are of little value if police and Governments do
not respect them.
When the Ontario Home Builders Association ran the story 'HELD HOSTAGE' in April 2007, it
sent a message to corporations that business as usual was no longer possible in the
province. Corporations who fail to understand the new economic reality within the Province
of Ontario could see investments locked up for decades.
This report will allow you to be better informed by providing you with information from very
reliable sources as to what truly has been occurring in towns throughout Ontario. Billions in
investments are currently on hold and Tens of Millions in damages are faced by
corporations who have done all they could to ensure they followed Government
requirements.
With this new economic reality in Ontario, corporations need a new solution to the problem.
We offer a unique solution that has proven to produce some results for corporations. With
so much investment at stake corporations need to re-think their approach and find
innovative ways to ensure economic prosperity for their investors.
We suggest a two prong approach. First, corporations should continue to meet and pressure
Government officials through the traditional means. Second, a public awareness campaign
to educate people as to what is happening will greatly increase the pressure on these
Government officials. There is nothing like a little media attention to help politicians to take a
stand and finally find a solution to a problem.
This awareness campaign is what we have been directly involved in for the past 16 months.
This report will show just how much has been accomplished so far.
CANACE is a grassroots movement to bring about the needed public pressure to enable all
levels of Government can take the needed actions to ensure a better future for everyone.
No politicians will take a Stand until average citizens first take a Stand – this is what we do.

Cost of Native Occupations

Since 1990 Mohawk Warriors have helped
stage numerous occupations throughout
Ontario & Quebec. During several of these
occupations violence and destruction became
the means to force a Political Agenda.
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Native Protesters burn down
bridge over CN Rail track
May 2006

Canadian’s fundamental beliefs in
Multiculturalism, where all people are to be
respected, honoured and allowed to prosper,
must be upheld by the Government. All people
must be equal under the law and have their
Rights protected by Canada’s Charter of Rights
and Freedoms.

Published Material

Western Standard

$oldiers of Fortune
Settle native land claims lawfully
Waterloo Record – Apr 24, 2007
The law of Canada is not a smorgasbord. It is not a place where people go
and pick what they like, when it suits them.

Doing nothing while natives run riot
National Post – June 12, 2006
"The protesters' lawlessness has been allowed to go on too long. More
importantly, their behaviour is getting worse, not better. Rewarding it with
further deference -- with promises that their grievances will be heard before
their violence and illegality have ended -- will only provoke more such
criminal behaviour in Caledonia and elsewhere."

The road to anarchy
Western Standard – Sept 11, 2006
'Authorities' refusal to enforce the law in Caledonia could mean many more
incidents like this in the future.'

Time for a reality check on Caledonia

CTV : Mar. 31 2007

Toronto Star – Dec 21, 2006
"… the line has to be drawn at enforcing the law. There cannot be different
classes of law for different classes of people. That undermines the very
equality we strive for and cherish in Canada."

Army manual lumps radical
natives with Hezbollah

Mohawk supporters will be armed for day of protest
Canadian Press – June 28, 2007
' Mohawk protester Shawn Brant says his supporters will be armed to
defend themselves if police try to keep them from blocking Highway 401'

Criminally Unjust
London Free Press – April 6, 2007
"You may have assumed that offenders are expected to be treated equally
under the law. This is, after all, Canada. Well, you're wrong."

Are OPP sacrificing the Law to keep natives happy?
Hamilton Spectator – June 27, 2006
"The Ontario Provincial Police classify native reserves as 'hostile towards
police', yet officers are regularly ordered to take fewer tactical precautions
on reserves out of fear of insulting or inciting the natives."

Protecting Private Property
Law Times – June 18, 2007
' The gaping hole at the policy heart of the Ipperwash inquiry is

commissioner Sidney Linden's refusal to explain how an ordinary
Ontarian protects his or her private land against aboriginal seizure.
The province failed to do it for Henco Industries at Caledonia. And for a
proposed seniors' complex in Hagersville. Or a quarry in Deseronto.'

For natives, a legal free-for-all
National Post – June 2, 2007
'For more than a decade now, aboriginal lawlessness has been met by
official docility. If more blockades and protests erupt this month, it will
be in large measure due to the willingness of official interlocutors such
as the Ipperwash commissioner to reward such behaviour.'

Canadian Taxpayers Federation

The Pitfalls of Native
Sovereignty

Cost of Native Occupations

Summary of Violence
All examples below are supported by Main Stream Media Reports

Destruction of Power Sub-station
Assault of Media Personnel
Burning down a Bridge
Attempted Murder of OPP Officer
Two non-Natives Murdered in Ipperwash
Digging up Highway #6
Attack upon Seniors
Several Blockades of CN Rail
Destroying Vehicles
Numerous Officers Hurt
Damage to People’s Homes
Assault upon US Border Guards
Burning of Barns & Sheds
Numerous Grass Fires
Nightly Intimidation with Loud Noise and Bright Lights
Masked Native Mobs roaming streets with Bats & Clubs
Repeated Death Threats against Residents & OPP
Use of Pepper Spray against Residents & OPP
Repeated attacks against Power Grids
Theft of Private Property

Democracy Rights vs Law & Order

The OPP have created a system of law
enforcement which allows officers to
stand by while serious crimes are
committed.
Democracy Rights vs Law & Order
Over the past 12 months there have been occupations in
Caledonia, Hagersville, Dunnville, Brantford, Kenora,
Sharbot Lake and Deseronto with warnings of occupations in
Kitchener, Waterloo and every town along the Grand River.

Digging up Hwy #6

Each of these occupations has resulted in economic damage
to both business and residents.
In a democracy each person or group has a right to protest
and to carry out a certain degree of civil disobedience.
However, that Freedom to Express your views and to protest
for your cause cannot include violence against other
Canadians or against people’s property.
No Police force or Government can allow any group to
believe they have the right either to assault people or to
destroy private or public property.

Security Car at Power Sub-Station

Charter of Rights
Everyone has the right to life, liberty and security of the person
and the right not to be deprived thereof except in accordance with
the principles of fundamental justice.
Equality Rights
Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the
right to the equal protection and equal benefit of the law without
discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based on
race, nationality or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or
mental or physical disability.

Tire Fire in Caledonia

OPP Policy protects Native Occupations
while claiming to be maintaining the peace.
Native Protesters have come to expect to be
exempt from criminal prosecution and thus
they have been emboldened to continue
their acts of violence.

Railway Blockade in Deseronto

What People are Saying
Canadian Press – June 27, 2007

OPP officer says there's now two-tier justice
Hamilton Spectator – July 24, 2006
"Some days he is ashamed to be a Haldimand OPP officer. He is
ashamed of the two-tier system that has cops treating natives
differently from non-natives. He is ashamed of the way the law and
order has taken a back seat to politics. He is ashamed the OPP has let
down the people of Caledonia"

Karl Walsh: president of the OPP Association
Hamilton Spectator – June 8, 2006
"Due to the political pressures and optics involved with this, the OPP
seems to be bending their own rules... That is a two-tiered justice
system"

Ex PM Paul Martin
"People have to understand
that if they take the law into
their own hands, there are
going to be consequences for
that," Tory said following his

Canadian Press – June 27, 2007
'Illegal actions on aboriginal day of action won't help real issues.'

MPP Toby Barrett – Haldimand Norfolk
Press Release – July 23, 2007
'The rule of law is of particular interest along the Grand River and
across sand country. Illegal land seizures, the illegal tobacco trade, and
the burden of government regulation have done more than cripple our
area's economy - they have caused many to question whether we are
all governed by the same set of laws.'

speech to the Ontario
Association of Chiefs of Police
in Waterloo, Ont. "We cannot
allow a precedent to be
established for anybody."

OPP Press Release
Apr 20, 2006
'During this time three OPP officers were injured and required medical
attention. Our officers showed tremendous restraint while confronted
by the protesters with weapons which included axes, crowbars, rocks
and a various assortment of make-shift batons.'

"We have to send a message

Caledonia judge angry with OPP over un-enforced injunctions

that says, the law is the law.

June 1, 2006
Ontario Superior Court Justice David Marshall asked the OPP lawyer
"why he wasn't enforcing the rule of law."

We are all subject to the law.
There aren't exceptions to
that."

"Some may take licence in that
day to act out their own
grievances," Ramsay said. "If
that occurs, the (provincial
police) and municipal forces
will do their jobs."

Cost of Native Occupations

Billions in Stopped Construction
All examples below are supported by Main Stream Media Reports

$125 Million: Hydro One Expansion – Caledonia
$880+ Million: 4000 Homes in Caledonia
$20 Million: 85 Townhouses in Hagersville
$1+ Billion: Uranium Mine in North Frontenac Township
Millions: Walmart in Dunnville
Aboriginals could wind up torpedoing a $7.5 Billion project
Financial Post - December 21, 2006 (giant pipeline project)

$280 Million: 140 homes Deseronto
Millions: Grassy Narrows blockade enters its fifth year of
denying logging trucks
$275 million windmill farm
Native Protesters have appeared at $40 million shopping
centre, $500 million Business Development and $50 million
Housing Development in Brantford.

Home Grown Terrorists

In Oka, Ipperwash and now in Caledonia, violence
has been the hallmark of Native Protesters to force
Politicians to succumb to their agenda. Such
Violence is designed to create fear among Residents,
intimidate Police Forces and to directly damage the
Economic prosperity of Businesses.
Canada Anti-Terrorism Act:
After 911, the Canadian Government saw the need to create laws against
the funding of Terrorism, encouraging Terrorism or the Acts of Terrorism.
According to the Act Terrorism is defined as:
"act or omission… that is committed in whole or in part for a political,
religious or ideological purpose, objective or cause, and
in whole or in part with the intention of intimidating the public, or a
segment of the public, with regard to its security, including its
economic security, or compelling a person, a government or a
domestic or an international organization to do or to refrain from doing
any act that intentionally causes death or serious bodily harm to a
person by the use of violence, endangers a person’s life,
causes a serious risk to the health or safety of the public or any
segment of the public, causes substantial property damage, whether
to public or private property,… causes serious interference with or
serious disruption of an essential service, facility or system, whether
public or private,… "

"It's rural terrorism," said one police officer at the scene
Toronto Sun – April 22, 2007
"Technically he's right. It's doubtful the government would tolerate this
kind of action from any other group."

$100 Million: Thousands Stranded By VIA Rail Shutdown
Toronto CityNews – June 29, 2007
'Illegal actions on aboriginal day of action won't help real issues.'

Chief Terrence Nelson on Mike Duffy - CTV
Press Release – July 23, 2007
'There are only two ways of dealing with the white man. One,

either you pick up a gun, or you stand between the white man
and his money'
Indian Summer
Western Standard – July 2007
'Ever since Mohawk thugs killed a cop during the Oka blockade in 1990,
police and their political masters have tended to let Indian lawbreakers
have their way. Native activists from Chilcotin in B.C. to Slave Lake, Alta.,
to Miramichi, N.B., have learned that a bit of extortion in the form of a
blockade, along with the implicit threat of violence, will win one anything
from land to trees to a competitive advantage in the lobster fishery. "

Cost of Native Occupations

Hundreds of Millions in Damages
$12 Million: Lost tax base per year in Caledonia
$100+ Million: CN Rail claims per day cost
$20 Million+: Hydro One Expansion in Caledonia
$1.4 Million: Replace burned out bridge
$2.1 Million: Repair to burned out Power Station
$1+ Million on Road/Highway Repairs
$10+ Million: Lost Property Value
Millions in Additional Security – School, Water Station, Power
Station, etc.
Millions lost due to theft of private property, destruction of
vehicles, burning down of barns & sheds and damages to
homes & private property.
Millions lost due to power outage resulting from the attack on
Power Station and blockade of commercial roads & rail.
Millions in Negotiation fees

Rule of Law’

The Refusal of the OPP to enforce the Criminal Code and the absolute
failure of McGuinty to Protect Land Title Deeds in Ontario has lead to a
direct attack upon the ‘Rule of Law’ and our Constitution.
MPP Toby Barrett – Haldimand Norfolk
Press Release – July 23, 2007
'The rule of law is of particular interest along the
Grand River and across sand country. Illegal land
seizures, the illegal tobacco trade, and the burden
of government regulation have done more than
cripple our area's economy - they have caused
many to question whether we are all governed by
the same set of laws.'

"One law for all”
National Post – June 28, 2007
"There cannot be two Criminal Codes in Canada -- one
for aboriginals and another for everyone else. One law
for all is a fundamental element of the rule of law."

The Road to anarchy
Western Standard – Sept. 2006
'Authorities’ refusal to enforce the law in Caledonia
could mean many more incidents like this in the future.”

Democracy Rights vs Law & Order:
Over the past 12 months there have been occupations in Caledonia, Hagersville, Dunnville, Brantford,
Kenora, Sharbot Lake and Deseronto with warnings of occupations in Kitchener, Waterloo and every
town along the Grand River.
Each of these occupations has resulted in economic damages to both business and residents.
In a democracy each person or group has a right to protest and to carry out a certain degree of civil
disobedience. However, that Freedom to express your views and to protest for your cause cannot
include violence against other Canadians or against people’s property. No Police force or Government
can allow any group to believe they have the right either to assault people or to destroy private or
public property.

Equality Rights
Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the right to the equal protection and equal
benefit of the law without discrimination and, in particular, without discrimination based on race,
nationality or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability.

ONE LAW FOR ALL
John Tory - May 4, 2007

“The fact is that right now, across several fronts,
we do not have one law for all. And I believe that
this must change… no one should be above the
law, whether it is regarding a political protest, a
labour dispute or any other issue. “The Premier
of Ontario must be prepared to vigorously
pursue new tools and new measures to ensure
all parties comply with the rule of law. Simply
standing by and allowing land occupations and
railway blockades or other disruptive
demonstrations that defy court injunctions just
cannot be an option.”

Duty to Consult?

1st Nations Groups often present the argument
that businesses have a 'Duty to Consult' before
any development takes place on property that
has Land Claims filed against it.
Haida Nation v. British Columbia
The Supreme Court of Canada has already ruled on this issue. In
the case of Haida Nation v. British Columbia a private company,
Weyerhaeuser Company Limited, was being sued for failure to
Consult with the Haida Nation.
The Province of British Columbia continues to issue licenses to cut
trees on Haida Gwaii to forestry companies – Weyerhaeuser
Company Limited. The Crown's 'Duty to Consult' was upheld by
the Supreme Court. However, the ruling stated that Weyerhaeuser
had not obligation to Consult. Here is the wording of the ruling:
"The Crown’s appeal is dismissed and Weyerhaeuser’s appeal is
allowed. The British Columbia Court of Appeal’s order is varied so
that the Crown’s obligation to consult does not extend to
Weyerhaeuser. The Crown has agreed to pay the costs of the
respondents regarding the application for leave to appeal and the
appeal. Weyerhaeuser shall be relieved of any obligation to pay
the costs of the Haida in the courts below. It is not necessary to
answer the constitutional question stated in this appeal."
As clearly stated the "Crown's obligation to consult DOES NOT
extend to Weyerhaeuser."

Corporations may be HELD HOSTAGE to
these illegal occupations but the Supreme
Court has ruled that businesses do not have to
consult before developing.
OPP Provide Protection for Illegal Occupations
Most Corporations are confused when they are faced with
the fact that not only will the OPP not protect individuals
against illegal occupations but that the OPP operate to
ensure Native Protesters will be allowed to continue such
occupations without any interference by land owners or their
employees.
In many cases, the Native Protesters will pre-arrange with
OPP to occupy a development to ensure the OPP are there
to stop any land owner from protecting their property.
Any attempts by land owners to protect their property will be
countered with force by the OPP. Both residents and land
owners will face the harshest force the OPP brings to bear.

Corporations & the Problems they Face

Traditionally Corporations could rely that if they follow all Government
Rules they could then be ensured their Land Title Deed and their
investment would be protected by both the police and the Government.
In the Province of Ontario it has been proven that Land Title Deeds and
individual rights to their investments is not honoured by the Government.
Ontario Home Builders Association – April 2007:
"When builders proceed with a development, we get the approvals – we've already been through
the process and all permits are in place… What happens when you do everything you need to do
and it's still not enough in the case of land claims?... From an industry standpoint we want to
know at what time a claim can arise, given that the developers have clear title to the land
according to the land registry offices – as was the case in Caledonia. Issues can happen even if
someone is excavating for a swimming pool or single home’s basement. Builders, who have
followed all the proper procedures, need to be protected from harm in these situations."

Protecting Private Property - Law Times June 18, 2007
'Premier Dalton McGuinty, quoted by Linden [Ipperwash Inquiry Judge], put it
another way: "We are determined… [reporter states] what he is really saying is that
the government will do anything necessary to avoid a repeat of Ipperwash; that is,
the killing of an aboriginal who is breaking the law in pursuit of, to use Linden's
phrase, "aboriginal and treaty rights." In the process, the theft of private land,
major economic dislocation, and even violence committed by radical aboriginals
will be ignored or tolerated. "No incident" acquired strange meanings.'
'If the law of trespass is to be ignored, and injunctive relief to be denied, how does
a private landowner protect his property?'

Court Orders & Injunctions:
Corporations rely on our court system to ensure that issues that may arise can be settled
peacefully in a court room. Corporations are finding out the hard way that although the Courts will
uphold Land Title Deeds and the ‘Rule of Law’ the OPP will not enforce such Court Injunctions.
In cases around Ontario, the OPP and McGuinty’s government will also seek court standing to
fight against court injunctions. In the case of Caledonia, both the OPP and McGuinty Government
fought against any injunction and appealed rulings by Judge Marshall.
Not only can Corporations no longer rely on the OPP & the McGuinty Government to uphold the
‘Rule of Law’ or Land Title Deeds, but they suddenly find themselves fighting a battle against the
resources of the Government.
Whether it is Henco Ltd in Caledonia, CN Rail in Deseronto or Frontenac Ventures Corporation in
Sharbot Lake the OPP will not enforce injunctions and Native Protesters will not honour the court
orders. Corporations can spend all the money they want in court but until the OPP or the McGuinty
Government decide to honour the ‘Rule of Law’ all such expenditures are a complete waste.

Corporations & the Problems they Face

Increasingly Corporations are finding themselves facing unacceptable
double standards in the open market as they attempt to carry on
business. Just one example of this can be found within Cigarette
manufacturing and the distribution market.
Regardless of one’s views of smoking or of Tobacco Companies, these businesses are producing
and selling a legal product. Like many other markets the Tobacco Companies have faced an
inherent problem within the system that encourages a double standard of law enforcement. While
Tobacco Companies face fines for any advertising they do, the Government takes little action
against a black market that now accounts for over 30% of all sales.
National Post – Aug 16, 2007
How Canada's natives became cigarette smugglers
Tilsonburg News – Aug 15, 2007
Black market sales on the rise
Canadian Press – Aug 2, 2007
Illegal cigarette trade thriving in Quebec and Ontario, new study indicates
“"About 95 per cent of the [illegal] cigarettes are manufactured on aboriginal reserves," said
Yves-Thomas Dorval, a spokesman for the council.”
Such News Stories show that both the OPP & RCMP will do little to stop the illegal manufacture of
cigarettes because of the fear of Native retaliation to such law enforcement. Reserves are off
limits because of such fears and therefore continued smuggling goes mostly unchecked.

RCMP Report entitled, "Community, Contract and Aboriginal Policing Services
Directorate", June 13, 2006
“The reality is that the same disagreement amongst Mohawks over linkages between
sovereignty and smuggling also colours perceptions of victims, offenders and assessments of
harms associated with the trade. Among those who perceive their right to import cigarettes or
any other commodity as based on sovereignty (or who adopt this position publicly as it is to
their benefit to do so), their actions are not criminal, they are political. And it is only because
their actions are political that the state chooses to criminalize them, as states have always done
with those who challenge the existing order of things. It is a compelling and romantic view of
crime, and one which is that much more attractive to communities...
Feeding in with political tensions around the perceived exploitation of sovereignty and spiritual
traditions in support of illicit activities, are fears of many Mohawks that their people are entering
unholy alliances with increasingly unsavoury characters. Many Mohawks are troubled by the
ever more common reports that suggest the trade in which some of their people engage as a
right carries with it responsibilities for a wide range of social harm. The reality that smuggled
cigarettes may play a role as a commodity of exchange in the drug trade, and that drug
smuggling involves liaisons with Hell’s Angels or ethnic-based drug groups, or that the
smuggling of human migrants requires linkages with Asian organized crime groups, brings a
dimension to local smuggling which frightens many Mohawks and mobilizes them against the
contraband trade. Living with the anxiety implicit in such perceptions, and the reality that
conflicts over the trade in general, and competition between traders in particular, can lead to
violence…”

Who Are We?

Canadian Advocates for Charter Equality
www.CANACE.ca

Founded by Three Nations - Governed by One Constitution
CANACE was formed after it became clear that all levels of Government were unwilling to deal with the
ongoing violence and lawlessness that was occurring surrounding illegal occupations. CANACE is a solid longterm strategy to bring about a chance in the political will in Canada. CANACE is an evolution from the average
guy on the street protesting to get media attention to a nation wide association committed to the fundamental
belief that United We Stand but Divided We Fall.
CANACE was formed to accomplish Six Goals:
1) Canadian Advocates for Charter Equality: The ongoing problems in Ipperwash has demonstrated that
when the public is unaware of a situation the politicians will do little to help. Therefore, we work to ensure
that the public is repeatedly reminded of both the economic & human cost of illegal occupations in Ontario.
2) Educate the Public: For the Public to be able to have an informed opinion on the issues we are the only
source that provides a forum for all sides to express their opinion. We are the only group that posts the
views from all sides on our websites and allow all sides to speak out at our public gatherings. We believe
that Democracy demands an Educated Public before there is truly the political will for change.
3) Legal Challenges: Any long-term strategy needs to apply additional legal pressure on Law Enforcement
and Governments. As such we actively gather evidence for Police Service Complaints, Human Rights
Complaints and for Lawsuits. The traditional means by which Police and Government try to intimidate
people or defame people's character is directly countered by the various legal means within a Democracy.
4) Uniting People: The situation in Caledonia is not the problem but merely the symptoms of a greater
problem within Government and the real problem will not be resolved until there is a change in
Government attitudes. Such a change in attitudes will only occur when Canadians unite and demand
change. No politicians will Stand if the people refuse to Stand Up for change.
5) Ending Discrimination in Law Enforcement and Government Attitudes: The final goal is to bring about
an end to all Race Based policies within the Police Force and Government mindset. As Canadians we
either believe in the Equality and Freedoms of everyone or of no one.
6) Legal Land Claims should be resolved immediately: Not all claims are legal and as such the
Government should immediately end any negotiations on any claims it believes are illegal and allow the
courts to settle them. If needed special courts should be setup to fast track these claims. All legal claims
should have a time limit applied to them and if they are not settle they should be passed to the courts. Far
too many people with their own agendas, on both sides, have a vested interest to ensure Land Claim
Negotiations continue for years. Such Claims should not be hijacked for personal gain.

Our Credibility

Creditability is Important for any Movement and
the ability to get their message out to Media,
Politicians, Government Departments and Key
Decision Makers is vital.
Every Level of Government views our site daily:
Six different Provincial Governments and the Federal
Government can be viewing our site at the same time. We are
viewed by local municipalities from across Ontario daily as well.
Regular viewers also include Native Police forces as well has
OPP, RCMP, CSIS and USA agencies.
Media Coverage:
Most of the major Media outlets use our site as a source of
information and our material is often quoted in various
publications. CanWest Globe Communication Corp. is the single
largest user of our website. Our Material has appeared in
articles from B.C. to Nova Scotia. We have done 400+
interviews in the past year on TV and Radio with both Native
and Non-Native media in Canada and USA and had stories
done in Ireland.
Largest Resource Site and most often Viewed.
We just had our 1st anniversary as a web site and now have
7000+ stories, videos, audio, letters posted. Our readership has
been over 550,000 viewers with over 4.3 million stories read.
50% of our viewers are outside of Ontario. In the past 3 months
we have had 175,000 viewers with 1.8 million stories read.
Diversity of Views
We are the only website that provides material from such a
diverse point of view. News stories from Native and Non-Native
media as well as personal blogs from people from all sides of
the issue. We are the only website that posts material that
personally supports us as well as material that attacks us. In a
Democracy Freedom of Expression is not something you just
say you believe in but one that must be put into practice.

People in positions of power, both McGuinty and
Tory, OPP and Government departments have all
done Press Releases about us – no other website
on any topic has had so many people in position of
power talk about what they are posting.

John Findlay – Lawyer for
Caledonia Class Action
Apr 9, 2007
'Caledonia Wake Up Call is a crucial
source of reliable information on the
events that have taken place in
Caledonia, for both the local
residents and the rest of the Province
of Ontario.'

MPP Toby Barrett
Jan 17, 2007
'The web site provides a very
important service for the people of
Haldimand County. The site pulls so
much information together and it has
always been that way. The most
important thing for Caledonia is the
sharing of information'.

Canadian Flag, Democracy and Our Rights

The Purpose of Raising the Canadian Flag was
to demonstrate to all Canadians and
Corporations just how far the OPP will go to
suspend all Human Rights out of fear of violence
by Native Protesters. Without the 'Rule of Law'
there can be no stability for business to function.
Background
Although it has been proven that the OPP will stand by and
witness assaults and attempted murder etc., the OPP have
repeatedly arrested non-Native people for trying to fly the
Canadian Flag. To date 3 people have been put in jail for
attempting to raise the Canadian Flag.
Throughout Ontario Native Protesters will arrive at a location and
place Warrior Flags on private and public property. They have
publicly stated that this is to demonstrate to non-Natives that they
are no longer in Canada and are on Native Land.
Whether it is a home, business or just an empty lot, Native
Protesters are declaring that the property is no longer on
Canadian soil and therefore they, the Native Protesters, are free
from all Canadian Laws to do as they see fit.
The Supreme Court has already ruled that people have the Right
to put objects on public property as part of our Freedom of
Expression. The President of Hydro One told the Media that this
Court ruling means Hydro One workers do not remove flags from
Hydro poles.
There can be no more peaceful way of demonstrating your
Freedom of Expression than to hang a Canadian Flag. The OPP
has repeatedly refused to allow people to hang the Canadian
Flag because of their fear that Native Protesters will react with
violence. In Canada it now appears your Constitutional Rights
are only guaranteed as long as Native Protesters will not use
violence against you.
All Democratic Societies require that Government and Police
Forces allow for the Free movement of property and of ideas. In
Ontario, Property Rights and the Right to Express one's views
are no longer guaranteed or protected. It is far easier for OPP
and Governments to arrest law abiding peaceful people instead
of dealing with armed Protesters who have already demonstrated
their willingness to commit serious violence.

Raising the Canadian Flag is the best way to
demonstrate just how far the OPP & Government have
gone to subvert all people's Rights to Appease a handful
of violent Native Protesters.

Cost of Native Occupations

Our Accomplishments
Public Attention that Residents were Victims
Forced OPP Commissioner Gwen Boniface to move on
Stopped the OPP from repeatedly blaming others for their failures
Made ‘Two Tier Justice’ a Household Phrase
Exposed Terrorist Threat to CSIS and to the Public
Exposed Ipperwash Inquiry as a Political Joke
Silenced the OPP Propaganda Machine
Exposed Liberal Plan to Sell out Residents
Provided a Reliable Source for Media Stories
Brought the Public to Caledonia & Caledonia to the Public
Exposed OPP Illegal Activities against Law Abiding Citizens
Effectively Stopped McGuinty’s Control over Municipal Elections
Forced OPP to protect non-Native people
Indirect Control of the Negotiations

Our Accomplishments

Whether in Ipperwash or Caledonia, the OPP completely
failed to do their job. Instead the OPP have created a
system of intimidation and illegal activities directed against
non-Native people to cover up for OPP failures.
We Exposed that it was the OPP who should be Blamed:
For 15 years the OPP blamed the Federal or Provincial Government for
the ongoing crimes that occurred in Ipperwash. Passing the buck and
blaming everyone else appears to be the way it is within the OPP but we
effectively convinced the public that the OPP were failing to enforce the
laws throughout the province. Everyone knows that no Officers should
stand by and watch seniors being attacked or camera crews being
assaulted.
OPP Commissioner Gwen Boniface is no more:
In May 2006 Boniface renewed a 3 year contract with the OPP as
Commissioner but 3 months later she left for a job in Ireland. Several
Media outlets credited us for causing her to have to leave. Newspapers in
Ireland ran stories of Boniface leaving Canada after people signed our
petition to have her fired.

OPP Commissioner Gwen Boniface
May 1998 - Oct 2006

We Exposed OPP Two Tier Justice for ALL to see:
It was OPP Association President Karl Walsh who first used the
phrase 'Two Tier Justice' to describe how the OPP were enforcing the
law in Caledonia. We made this our main message and effectively it
became a standard phrase in the media.
We Exposed OPP Intimidation Tactics to the Public:
The appointment of Mr. Fantino saw more direct intimidation tactics
employed by OPP. Months of public slander against anyone who
spoke up. Repeated OPP Press Releases and illegal arrests became
the OPP game plan to silence the public. We effectively exposed
these illegal tactics for all to see.
We Directly Challenged OPP Illegal Activities:
In any Peaceful Civil Rights movement, you need the means to
expose illegal activities of governments and police forces. We were
able to effectively do this by staging four completely peaceful rallies in
Caledonia – each targeted some aspect of the OPP.
We Silenced the OPP Propaganda Machine:
During the first 4 months of 2007 Mr. Fantino did about 50 interviews
regarding Caledonia – most were done to say something against us.
In the last 4 months Mr. Fantino has done none – we effectively
silenced the OPP Commissioner and forced the OPP to remove all
Press Releases from the OPP website that were about us.

It is the job of the OPP to enforce the laws as passed by
elected officials. Their job is not to subvert Democratic
Rights and people's basic Freedoms.

OPP Commissioner Julian Fantino
Nov 2006 -

Cost of Native Occupations

In 2003, the violence in Ipperwash was used by
McGuinty to gain votes against the Conservative
Party. It was McGuinty’s desire to use the
Ipperwash Report to help win the next Election.
In 2006 McGuinty’s Government repeatedly compared its
approach in Caledonia to Mike Harris’ approach in Ipperwash.
McGuinty knew the Inquiry that he created would report Six
Months before the Fall Election. McGuinty was setting the stage
to show how he had done such a better job than the PC Party.
McGuinty only stopped talking about Mike Harris in 2006 after
Mr. Harris threatened to sue McGuinty and Ramsay.

On March 14, 2007, we held a News Conference in the Media
Room at Queen’s Park regarding the $20 million Ipperwash Inquiry.
Our Goal of this Conference:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Inform the Public of the Truth that the Inquiry had nothing to do with Law & Order.
To Show the Inquiry was created solely to be Political.
To Pre-empt the Inquiry’s Report and provide the whole truth for Media Coverage.
Disallow McGuinty using his $20 Million Report during this Fall's Election.

Our Accomplishments have all been reached:
www.IpperwashPapers.com was created to ensure the general public could review the evidence that
was not allowed at the Inquiry. We provided Media outlets with documents that the Inquiry refused to
review. Below are some Media statements after the Ipperwash Report was released.
Native violence becomes blameless - Ipperwash report effectively legitimizes illegal protests
National Post – June 2, 2007
“So the police badly mishandled the occupation, yes. But had this particular group of natives not taken it
into their heads to break the law, defy their band council, and seize the provincial park, they would never
have come into conflict with the police. Yet throughout his report, Judge Linden takes the existence of this
and other such native occupations as a given.”

$oldier of Fortune – Protection Racket
Western Standard – July 2007
“An Ontario Judge Glosses over illegal Aboriginal Acts at Ipperwash. Indian Blockaders now seem free to
extract demands from Government with impunity.

For natives, a legal free-for-all
National Post – June 2, 2007
'For more than a decade now, aboriginal lawlessness has been met by official docility. If more blockades
and protests erupt this month, it will be in large measure due to the willingness of official interlocutors
such as the Ipperwash commissioner to reward such behaviour.'

McGuinty, so far, has not once tried to use the Ipperwash Report to help him in the coming
Election. In fact, review of Government web sites shows he is distancing himself from the
Report.

Working Together

When people Unite the Politicians listen but when we
are divided the Politicians do little to help. This unity
can bring pressure upon Politicians through the
following ways:
Corporations & Associations:
It is very important for Corporations and Associations to continue to follow
the traditional ways to bring about Political change. These include lobbying
Governments and having private meeting with Government officials.
Corporations & Associations are best means to inform Government officials
of the practical change needed within the system.

CANACE:
CANACE is able to bring a human face to the problem. Through public
events design to gain media attention the Canadian Public can see that
CHANGE is needed. Once the public desirers change it will create the
political will for change which will lead directly into Government officials
being more open to the lobbying being done by Corporations and
Associations.
CANACE can do what Corporations and Associations cannot do. We can
bring about Peaceful Protests that will challenge the official position of the
police and government. That official position has allowed repeated violence
and illegal occupation to become the normal in the Province of Ontario.

Working Together:
All groups involved need to remain independent of each other and no group
should feel that they are endorsing any other group 100%. Our Goal is to
restoring of Law & Order in Ontario and the Equal treatment of all peoples.
This Goal transcends any difference we may have in believes or practices
and we can united for the common good of all involved.
As such, CANACE will continue to educate the public, continue to bring
media attention to the issue, continue to gather nation wide information on
the topic while asking for financial support to keep the movement going.
CANACE is committed to full-time work to bring about change in
Government and as such we have dedicated to servicing and helping others
who are directly affected by this injustice and the failure of police and
Governments to fulfill their obligated to the public. We ask only for two
things from Corporations and Associations:
1) Financial Support
2) Press Releases when events are held to help provide more attention.

In a democracy it is vital that Police function within the limits set by
Courts, the Constitution and the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.
When Police fail to do so then the Government's DUTY is to the
people to end any and all abuses by any police force. When
Government fails, Democracy DEMANDS that average people stand
up for Justice, for Truth and for the Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

Future Projects to Educate the Public

The Human Costs of illegal Occupations

Residential Schools: The Original Two Tier

When Police and Governments fail us there is both a
financial cost and human cost to that failure. Sam
Gualtieri is not the first victim of Two Tier Justice in
Caledonia nor does it appear he will be the last.

The same Government logic that has created victims in
Caledonia is also directly responsible for years of
abuse of Native People at Residential Schools. As
Canadians we Stand against all forms of 2 Tier Justice.

Shredding the Charter of Rights

OPP: The Fall from Grace

Canadians can learn a lot from the peaceful Civil Rights
movements that occurred in the USA. How they
changed the course of a Nation. Canadians need to
learn how to force politicians to change.

How does such a respected police force with such a
proud history become so dysfunctional that the officer
on the street is forced to stand and watch people be
victimized by criminals?

This report has been produced by CANACE, a non-profit organization committed to
serving the Canadian Public and protecting people against violations of the
Charter of Rights.

Your moral and financial support will ensure that Equality and Justice is ensured
for all people regardless of Race, Religion, Colour etc.

Please logon to www.CANACE.ca and join the struggle to end all forms of Two Tier
Justice in Canada.

Canadian Advocates for Charter Equality
www.CANACE.ca

Founded by Three Nations - Governed by One Constitution

